Mutations in the gene for fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) are implicated in achondroplasia, an autosomal-dominant form of short-limbed dwarfism. The present study involves a combination of clinical exome sequencing, targeted resequencing and protein modeling methods to decipher the pathobiology of achondroplasia with psychomotor delay in a two-year-old child. Accordingly, the resulting genetic information establishes the frequent FGFR3 c.1138G>A (p.G380R) mutation as the single hit causing pediatric achondroplasia with psychomotor delay, while the predicted model stresses the importance of a phenylalanyl residue (F384) in enhancing the dimerization potential of the receptor's transmembrane domain via a cation-π interaction with the newly introduced arginyl residue. Overall, the likely involvement of FGFR3 G380R in psychomotor delay calls for comprehensive clinical assessment in achondroplastic children, although the precise mechanism by which the mutant receptor results in the development of neurological manifestations awaits further investigation.
Introduction
Achondroplasia is the most common form of disproportionate dwarfism in humans. It is characterized by short proximal long bones (rhizomelia) and macrocephaly, yet affected individuals are of normal intelligence. The inheritance pattern in achondroplasia is autosomal dominant; over 97% of all cases are caused by the completely-penetrant c.1138G>A (p.G380R) mutation in the FGFR3 gene encoding fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 [1] . FGFR signaling plays pivotal roles in the proliferation, differentiation and apoptotic death of chondrocytes [2] . Experimental evidence argues that pathogenic mutations, such as p.G380R, in the transmembrane domain of FGFR3 confer gain-of-function properties to the receptor, leading to its constitutive activation [3] . The consequent inhibition of chondrocyte proliferation results in abnormal endochondral bone formation. Here, I aim at exploring the genetic and mechanistic basis of psychomotor delay in a two-year-old male showing typical clinical and radiological manifestations of achondroplasia.
Materials and Methods

Clinical Exome Sequencing
Genetic testing, for which written informed consent has been obtained from the pediatric patient's parents, was performed on genomic DNA extracted from whole blood. The coding regions of a total of 4,813 genes associated with known clinical phenotypes were sequenced on a MiSeq platform (Illumina) using the TruSight One Sequencing Panel (Illumina). The presence of the c.1138G>A transition was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction coupled with direct sequencing of the FGFR3 gene on a CEQ 8800 system (Beckman Coulter).
Biomolecular Modeling
The spatial structure of the human FGFR3 transmembrane domain dimer in a membrane-mimicking environment (PDB ID: 2LZL) was downloaded from the Orientations of Proteins in Membranes (OMP) database [4] . The p.G380R substitution was introduced in silico after applying two iterative cycles of the MutaBind method [5] . Intermonomeric noncovalent interactions occurring between the constituent amino acid residues were computed using the Protein Interactions Calculator (PIC) Web server [6] . Manual inspection and subsequent processing of the built model was achieved using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.8 (Schrödinger).
Results
Post-sequencing data analysis revealed that the FGFR3 c.1138G>A (p.G380R) mutation, which has arisen de novo in the pediatric patient, was a likely cause of achondroplasia with psychomotor delay (Figure 1 ). The two glycyl residues, which are subject to substitution in the disease state, in the native FGFR3 transmembrane domain dimer were unable to engage in any protein-protein interactions described by the PIC Web server. They, however, lie at the juxtaposition of the two monomers, allowing only very limited mobility for the side chains of bulkier residues that are to replace them ( Figure 2 ). The in silico mutagenized and energy-minimized model of the receptor showed that the side chains of the two arginyl residues could be accommodated at the juxtaposition of the transmembrane helices in a symmetric configuration without any steric clashes (Figure 3, left panel) . Furthermore, there was a sufficiently long distance between the positive charge centers of the arginyl residues to prevent electrostatic repulsions. The PIC analysis of the predicted model revealed intermonomeric cation-π interactions between the aromatic rings of the F384 residues and the positively charged guanidinium groups of the opposite R380 residues, suggesting a plausible means by which the receptor is forced into the constitutively active state (Figure 3, right panel) . Favorable noncovalent interactions between the arginyl and phenylalanyl residues. Distance is the length of space between the positive charge center and the centroid of the aromatic ring; angle is the amount of rotation between the line joining the cation to the centroid and the normal to the aromatic plane at the centroid.
Discussion
The clinical exome represents a greatly enriched subset of the human genome, facilitating the search for both exonic and exon-flanking (e.g. regulatory and splice-site) regions harboring known variants associated with Mendelian diseases. In the present study, the FGFR3 c.1138G>A (p.G380R) mutation emerges as the only biologically relevant variant in an achondroplastic child with symptoms suggestive of neurological impairment. Biomolecular modeling is useful for gaining insights into the behavior of mutant proteins in an in silico setting. Here, cation-π interactions between the arginyl residues and the vicinal phenylalanyl residues are predicted to have a stabilizing effect on the FGFR3 G380R dimer. Cation-π interactions are relatively strong (~3 kcal mol -1 ), reflecting the preferential (non-random) localization of positively charged side chains in the vicinity of aromatic side chains at protein-protein interfaces [7] . Although the proposed cation-π interactions may contribute to the stabilization and thus the constitutive activation of the dimeric FGFR3 complex, the characterization of the complex pleiotropic outcomes of this activation (i.e. downstream signaling events and consequent neuronal responses) remains a major challenge. It should also be noted here that the lipid environment may produce unusual and unpredicted effects in the dimerization of FGFR3 transmembrane helices. To conclude, given the fact that the FGFR3 c.1138G>A (p.G380R) mutation is the most common etiologic factor in achondroplasia, the neurological manifestations of pediatric achondroplasia can be frequent and significant, demanding in-depth clinical assessment even in asymptomatic children.
